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The TUh4ULT Multiprocessor
The system is a multiprocessor in which up to 15 processing elements (PE or node) are connected through an interprocessor communication network (IPCN) . The system has no shared memory [19] . The basic method for the exchange of data is message passing. Major characteristics of the IPCN are:
It has a modular extendible ring structure. (2) Total capacity of the ring is 20 MByteslsec. (worst case), 40 MByteslsec. (typical) . (3) All nodes may send or receive simultaneously, provided the sum of all messages does not exceed the total ring capacity.
(4)
When a link is established information is transferred at a high rate by means of dma. Each PE consists of a processor (M680XO) with local memory and a network interface, and may be extended with other processors, a floating-point processor, memory or ilo. Because a standard type local bus is used (VME bus) extensions are realized with commercially available standard boards. Communication within one PE is based on the same primitives as those used for communication between PES. Memory connected to the bus can be used as global memory for that specific PE. This can be dangerous, because communication via global memory is not controlled by the P C and may interfere with normal communication. However, some applications require global (shared) memory and TUMULTS architecture does not forbid such utilisation. A PE configured with more than one processor and with global memory may be seen as a small TUMULT system (and is indeed in use as such by some groups in our department). The IPCN is completely transparent for the application: it doesn't matter which IPCN is used; the communication primitives offered by the system are the same for all IPCNs, be it the fast ring or the slower VME-bus. The hardware is controlled by a distributed realtime operating system, where each processor has its own multitasking
The TUMULT distributed realtime operating system is written 0-81 86-2088-9/9~i0000i0172/$01 .OQ 0 1990 IEEE in Modula-2 [XI and has a layered structure. See [ Figure 11 .
The bottom four layers are equal for all PES: kernel, IPC (interprocess communication) , file system 1171 and LM (local manager) 121. One PE has a GM (global manager) that coordinates the system. The upper layer is the application. Each processor is loaded with a local operating system which is equal for all nodes. 'The GM running at one node, acts as command processor and interprets (user) commands for the execution of (parallel) tasks. A task comprises one or more different subtasks. The GM dismbutes !he subtasks over the nodes and orders the LMs to execute them. The GM is also used for global housekeeping, such as collecting node status information when requested by the user. The IPC can transfer variable length records from any sending thread to any receiving thread (a thread is a light-weight process), for which mailboxes are used. Mailboxes are created dynamically by processes. Communicating threads do not need to know the physical location cf each other, nor do they need to know the location of the mailbox, all is taken care of by the mailbox manager. The IPC transfers variable length records between processors (and threads). Mailboxes, which are created dynamically, are used for this communication. Each mailbox has a unique dynamically chosen global name and type of message that may be transferred via this mailbox. Creation and disposal of a mailbox are independent actions and may be performed by any thread. Usually a mailbox will be created by a thread that intends to communicate via this mailbox. Mailboxes can be disposed of at any time [15] . Mailboxes contain an arbitrary number of buffers to store messages temporarily. This allows sending threads ahead of receiving threads until all buffers are filled. Communication via a mailbox that contains buffers is asynchronous. If a mailbox contains no buffers (zero buffers) the communication via this mailbox is synchronous, i.e. a sending thread is delayed until another thread performs a corresponding receive. Before communication via a mailbox can take place the m;iilbox has to be created. Once the mailbox exist, threads that want to send messages to this mailbox (senders) and threads that want to receive messages from this mailbox (receivers) establish a communication cftarinel by specifying an entrance to the mailbox. In case of a sender this entrance, is called a sender port and in case of a receiver a rece,iver port. We can distinguish two types of communication, the unidirectional and the bi-directional communication. In the unidirectional communication, communicating threads are sender and receiver threads. Sender threads can send messages (to a mailbox) and receivcr threads can receive messages (from a mailbox). In the bi-directional communication, communicating threads are client and server threads. Client threads can send a request message (to a mailbox) and wait (block) until the corresponding reply message is received. Server threads can receive a request message (from a mailbox) and. after having served the request, retum a reply directly to the client. To support both types of communication the IPC offers a number of primitives which are divided into the following five categories:
1. installation of a mailbox
InstallMailbox( name, mailboxType, typesizel, typeSize2, numberOfF3uffers
) :
e f i n e s t h e u n i q u e g l o b a l name t h a t i d e n t i f i e s t h e m a i l b o x . s m a i l b o x T y p e ' d e f i n e s t h e t y p e o f t h e m a i l b o x ( u n i -d i r e c t . i o n a 1 or b id i r e c t i o n a l ) .
' t y p e S i . z e 1 ' a n d ' t y p e S i . z c 2 ' def:i.ne % h e t y p e s o f t h e m e s s a g e s t h a t c a n b e t r a n s f e r r e d u s i n g t.hi.s mailbox. . In a parallel system much more information is available that needs to be presented to the user. Therefore the user-interface between system and programmer is more complex. Many debuggers described in the literature are event-based: the debugger monitors the system's behaviour by detecting certain events, eg. message-send, message-receive, system-call, etc. The main differences lay in the implementations, in the ordering of events and the user-interface. ,4n interesting approach is behavioural abstraction [ 11, where the programmer is able to describe the system in terms of events. The actual events during execution then are compared with the description. Events are modelled using hierarchical abstractions. Filtering and clustering are techniques to do so. The monitcr is the basis of event-based debuggers. It consists of a process that detects and collects events and sends them to a global debugger. In Pilgrim [3] the monitor is called the agent, in the Jade system [lo] observer. Other examples of event-based systems are Amoeba [4] and Bugnet [9] . Monitors may be used in two ways. One way is during execution of a program while debugging it. The other approach is that events are recorded during execution for a later replay. An example is Instant-Replay 1121. A major problem with replay concerns the ordering of events. Some sort of global clock must be implemented t9 define a consistent ordering of events in separate nodes in the system, because the debugger must be able to replay the events in the right sequence.
(5)
The TUMULT Debugger This chapter will give a rough outline for the TUMULT debugger. First of all the constraints for the debugger are mentioned. Most are required to minimize the probe-effect.
(1)
Debugging must not require recompilation of the target program.
(2)
The debugger must be independent from the kernel, so there will be one kernel for both normal use and running programs under the debugger's control.
If possible, the monitor should be a part of the kernel. It must be as fast as possible and give a minimum of overhead.
H a r t of the debugger is the record and replay section. In order to get a proper ordering of events a global system time is
nt.l.det1. j 6 ] S~D M ' S that logical clocks described by 1111 are not suit:tble because they will implicitly order the events totally, in which process information may get lost. The partial ordering by the logical clocks of Fidge could be a solution, but they are not very suited for the TUMULT system: since processes are created and deleted dynamically, the number of processes is not constant. Therefore the vector used for timestainping all commu~iication, in which each process has its own element, is variable in length and can become quite long. Beside, eveiy time a process is created or deleted, this event must be hroadcxted so that every process can modify the length of its own vector. This will give a relative large communication overhead, A solution to the mentioned problems is the introduction of a physic;il shared global clock. Now events are timestamped with : I time that is equal in all PES of the system. The ordering of events is firm in that case. Timestamping can be done by the monitor instead of by each process separately. Luckily, implementing a global clock in TUMULT is not very complex. The network is synchronous and already uses a global clock running on a frequency of 10 MHz [16] . By adding an addressable counter to the network interface the shared global clock can be implemented. However, in a future version of TUMULT the synchronous ring may be replaced by an asynchronous network. There local clocks per node can not be synchronized by simple means. Extra hardware for the generation of a global interrupt must be added. Two kinds of monitor will handle the stream of events in the system: the local event manager (LEM) and the global event manager (GLEM). The naming is consistent with the naming conventions in TUMULT: LM and GM (iocal and global manager), and LMM and GMM (local and global mailbox manager). The LEA4 intercepts all calls to the application programmers interface (API), and produces a raw stream of events containing all systemcalls. Before sending the events to the GLEM they are processed by a filter. The filter is programmable by regular expressions, so the eventstream can be completely customized depending on the needs of the user doing the debug session. The global event manager functions as an interface between the TUMULT system and a SUN workstation. It maintains a mailbox to which all LEMs send their eventstreams. A SCSI interface provides a very fast bi-directional communication link between TUMULT and the workstation. The GLEM is situated on the same node as the GLOM and GMM to have acccss to all system administration, in particular the names of threads and mailboxes. The niain debugger is situated at the workstation. A major part consists of routines to store, retrieve and manipulate recorded cvents.
[ 181 asserts that the relational model is an appropriate formalisni for structuring the information generated by a distributed monitoring system. In TUMULT the embedded database will he implemented by using existing libraries.
Presenting the data to the user is not trivial. In the process of debugging the amount of recorded data might become extremely voluminous and not very comprehensive to the user. Two main alternatives exist to this problem: presenting data in textual views or in graphical views. In TUMULT a choice is made for the graphical views, using grouping as a means to reduce the amount of information presented to the user. In Mona [lo] grouping is used as an abstraction mechanism for graphical views. A group combines a set of processes into a single icon, hiding all interaction inside the group.
Conclusion

___-
In this paper a distributed system (TUh4ULT) and its proposed debugger are presented. Main features of the debugger are: it is event-based, using a monitor for intercepting these events; record and replay are the main debugging techniques; preprocessing of events is done by programmable filters; the user-interface is graphical, using grouping as the main abstraction mechanism.
Research in the area of parallel debugging stated in 1989. Parts of the debugger are implemented now, other parts are still topic of research. By now initial versions of the global and local event managers are implemented. A slow serial link between the frontend processor and the TUMULT system is replaced by a fast SCSI communication link. The uscr-interfnce is partly textual, partly graphical. The language used to implement the debugger is Modula-2 and C. X Window System and OSFNotif are used for the graphical user-interface.
